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Abstract—We performed airborne experiments using 150- and6
450-MHz radars to measure ice thickness on the Greenland ice7
sheet. Our objectives were to investigate to what degree surface8
clutter obscures the basal echo when airborne measurements are9
made at different elevations and at different frequencies. We also10
explored interferometric techniques for processing the data to11
form swath measurements of ice thickness. We found that surface12
clutter was minimal for either frequency when operated at low13
aircraft elevations (500 m above the ice sheet surface) or over14
benign regions of the ice sheet. Because signal-to-clutter ratios15
were favorable, we found that we could retrieve the swath mea-16
surements of ice thickness at both frequencies using an interfero-17
metric technique. At high elevation, surface clutter degraded the18
150-MHz signal, but the nadir ice thickness was still retrievable.19
The basal return in high-elevation 450-MHz data was detectable20
only after additional beam-steering techniques were applied to21
the data to reduce the surface clutter signal. Results suggest that22
interferometric cross-track ice-thickness measurements can be23
successfully made given a sufficient number of antenna elements24
driven at either 150 or 450 MHz and flown at both high and low25
elevations over the interior ice sheet.26

Index Terms—Author, please supply your index terms/keywords27
for your paper. To download the IEEE taxonomy go to28
http://www/ieee.org/documents/2009Taxonomy_v101.pdf.AQ1 29

I. INTRODUCTION30

W E CONDUCTED airborne radar experiments during the31

fall of 2007 in Greenland to test concepts for sounding32

glacier ice and imaging the glacier bed topography [1]. Based33

on the results of preliminary experiments carried out in 2006,34

we sought to evaluate dual-frequency radar performance at 15035

and 450 MHz over a variety of glacial regimes. We operated36

the radars as nadir sounding radars and synthetic aperture37

radar (SAR) cross-track interferometers. The experiments were38

designed to characterize surface and volume clutter across39
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different glacial regimes (such as the dry northern interior ice 40

sheet, the seasonally melted central and south ice sheet, and 41

crevassed zones). Our long-range science goals are to perform 42

high-spatial-resolution measurements of ice sheet thickness, 43

basal topography, and physical properties of the glacier bed. 44

Our technical goals are to provide information on future radar 45

designs, in particular plans for implementing P-band radar 46

systems operated from aircraft and possibly from spacecraft 47

[2]–[4]. 48

In this paper, we focus on measurements we made over 49

the interior ice sheet in northwest and northeast Greenland. 50

Our study areas are located in the dry-snow zone and the 51

percolation zone. The dry-snow facies are characterized by 52

the rare occurrence of surface melt. Consequently, structures 53

in the upper parts of the firn are relatively simple and consist 54

mostly of alternating layers of fine- to medium-grained firn. 55

These are overlain by undulating snow drifts (sastrugi) at the 56

surface that have a roughness of about 4–6 cm rms [5]. Near- 57

surface structures in the percolation zone can include vertical 58

ice pipes (approximately tens of centimeters long cylindrically AQ359

shaped columns of refrozen surface melt entrapped in the firn) 60

and horizontal ice lenses (centimeters wide). We give examples 61

of 150- and 450-MHz radar data collected at both high and 62

low elevations above the surface of the ice sheet and demon- 63

strate that surface clutter is a primary process in obscuring the 64

basal echo at high elevations. We show that the surface clutter 65

contribution can be reduced by application of beam-forming 66

techniques. We go on to show that where basal echoes are 67

strong, we can obtain strip mode interferograms from which 68

it is possible to calculate cross-track ice thicknesses. 69

II. RADAR INSTRUMENT 70

We developed radars for operation at 150 MHz with a 71

bandwidth of 20 MHz and at 450 MHz with a bandwidth of 72

30 MHz with multiple receivers for sounding and imaging 73

polar ice sheets [6]. The system, which was an outgrowth 74

of the instrument used in our preliminary 2006 investigation 75

[7], [8], consisted of six receivers used to collect and digitize 76

signals from each element of an antenna array. The antennas 77

consisted of two four-element dipole arrays mounted under 78

each wing of the aircraft. One or more elements could be used to 79

construct a transmit antenna array. We operated the radar both 80

in sounder (multiple transmit elements) and ping-pong modes AQ481
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TABLE I
RADAR SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

(alternating transmit elements) and collected data over several82

flight lines over the Greenland ice sheet. We also collected83

data over the smooth ocean surface to calibrate the system84

and determine antenna pattern. The system specifications are85

detailed in Table I.86

A. RF Section and Digital System87

The system operates sequentially at either 150 or 450 MHz.88

The radio-frequency (RF) section of the system is composed of89

a two-way high-power transmitter and up to eight independent90

receiver channels.91

The transmitter generates a chirp signal of 3–10-µs duration92

using an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) in combina-93

tion with a frequency mixing stage. The latter upconverts the94

baseband signal generated by the AWG to higher frequencies95

centered at the carrier frequency of interest (either 150 or96

450 MHz). The upconverted signal is then amplified by high-97

power amplifier modules. Two high-power pulsed amplifier98

modules were used for each frequency band. The peak output99

power for each module was up to 400 W (800 W combined) at100

150 MHz and up to 800 W (1.6 kW combined) at 450 MHz.101

In order to minimize the harmonic distortion of the transmit102

signal, the amplifiers were operated in the linear power regime103

(below the 1-dB compression point) at both center frequencies.104

The instantaneous bandwidths of the system were 30 MHz105

during operation at 450 MHz and 20 MHz during operation at106

150 MHz.107

Each receiver channel has a maximum gain of about108

72 dB and a measured noise figure of 3.3 dB or less (excluding109

antenna feed cable losses). The receivers are designed such110

that the gain can be adjusted over a 60-dB range in 1-dB111

steps. We incorporated absorptive RF (blanking) switches in the112

receiver chain for protection during the transmit event. A bank113

of switches and bandpass filters at the output of each receiver114

allows the user selection of the frequency band of operation.115

The band-limited output signal from each receiver is digitized116

with a 12-b analog-to-digital converter operating in undersam- 117

pling mode at 120 MHz. The digitized data are stored on large- 118

capacity Small Computer System Interface media controlled by 119

a dedicated computer running a graphical user interface. The 120

digitized data from each receiver channel are pulse compressed 121

to provide real-time display of return as a function of range to 122

check data quality during flight. 123

A common technique used to maximize the dynamic range 124

of radio echo sounding instruments consists of recording data 125

from two separate receiver channels, each with different gain 126

settings, and then combining the data in postprocessing [9], 127

[10]. In this system, the gain of each receiver is digitally 128

controlled on a per-waveform basis. Low-receiver-gain settings 129

(20–30 dB) are normally used to capture signal returns from 130

the 3-µs pulses, while higher gain settings (60–70 dB) are used 131

to amplify received echoes from the 10-µs pulses. Lower gain 132

settings allow conditioning return signals with power levels 133

as high as −16 dBm (operating in unsaturated mode), which 134

come primarily from the ice surface as well as shallow internal 135

layers. High-gain settings, on the other hand, allow detecting 136

echoes from the ice/bedrock interface and deep internal layers. 137

The minimum signal level that can be detected using high- 138

gain settings is close to −149 dBm for both frequency bands 139

(including signal processing gain). The resulting dynamic range 140

for the instrument is on the order of 133 dB. 141

B. Antennas 142

We use half-wavelength dipole arrays as radiating structures. 143

Each array is mounted below one wing of the aircraft. The 144

array-element spacing is about 1 m, which is close to 1/2 λ at 145

150 MHz and 1.5 λ at 450 MHz, with λ being the free-space 146

wavelength at the frequency under consideration. When used 147

with multiple transmit antennas, the transmit array (left wing) 148

uses an antenna feed network with Dolph–Chebyshev weight- 149

ing designed to obtain low (<30 dB) sidelobes at 60◦–80◦ 150

incidence. The feed network is designed to accurately match 151

the amplitude and phase balance between individual elements 152

in the transmit array. The signals from each of the receive 153

elements are digitized using separate channels. In the inter- 154

ferometric mode, we use the inboard elements of the antenna 155

arrays for transmission on alternating pulses (ping-pong mode) 156

and likewise digitize the received signals from the remaining 157

elements. In sounder mode, the peak transmit powers are 800 W 158

at 150 MHz and 1.6 kW at 450 MHz. For ping-pong operation, 159

the peak transmit powers per side are 400 W at 150 MHz and 160

800 W at 450 MHz. 161

C. Data Collection and Radar Calibration 162

We collected data over the Greenland ice sheet, flying at 163

altitudes as low as 500 m above the ice surface while terrain 164

following and as high as 6.7 km above the ellipsoid. The 165

system was operated in both interferometric and bistatic modes 166

at 150 and 450 MHz. In ping-pong mode, we recorded four 167

waveforms. We recorded a waveform from the left- and right- 168

side transmit elements using a 3-µs pulse. We then recorded 169

a second pair using a 10-µs pulse. Two pulses were used to 170
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Fig. 1. Flights completed during September 2007 to test the GISMO con-
cept. The yellow line in the upper third of the map intercepts the North
East Ice Stream (A) on the eastern side, before turning back to cross study
area D. It also follows the short path of a preliminary May 2006 experiment
(thick red line) which includes study area B. The orange line crosses several
outlet glaciers, including Rinks Glacier (study area C). The purple lines in
southwestern Greenland indicate overflights of fast glacier regions, and the
green lines indicate overflights of locations of multidecadal in situ study areas
first established in 1980 by The Ohio State University.4/C

increase the compressed power density at the base of the ice171

sheet and to reduce chances for near-surface returns to saturate172

the receivers. In bistatic mode, we used four transmit elements173

located on one wing and four receive elements located on174

the opposite wing. Only one frequency could be transmitted175

during a flight, and consequently, flight paths were repeated176

twice during most of these experiments. Antenna elements were177

manually lengthened or shortened prior to a flight to match the178

intended radar frequency. To calibrate the system and obtain179

the radiation pattern of the antenna arrays, we collected data180

over the smooth ocean surface [11]. This test also allowed181

us to validate the effectiveness of our predistortion technique182

for range sidelobe reduction. We also characterized the system183

using a synthetic target and a network analyzer. The synthetic184

target was built using a fiber-optic delay line to emulate the185

transmit signal propagation through 3 km of ice.186

D. Aircraft Navigation and Attitude Control187

Aircraft position and attitude information are computed post-188

flight by combining 2-Hz sampled global positioning system189

data and Litton 100 inertial navigation system data. Navigation190

Fig. 2. Three closely spaced flight lines that are oriented orthogonally to
the flow of the North East Ice Stream (location A in Fig. 1). The lines were
reflown to within about 100 m at different frequency and aircraft elevation
combinations. The ice stream appears as a funnel shape trending from lower
left to upper right in this Radarsat-1 image.

and orientation data are provided by the NASA Wallops Flight 191

Facility team who was on board each of our flights. Aircraft 192

orientation accuracy is estimated at about ∼0.01◦. Geographic 193

positional accuracy is estimated at 2 cm, and aircraft elevation 194

is estimated to be about 10 cm. In addition, we verified roll 195

accuracy over the ocean and over the flat interior ice sheet 196

by comparing the phase of received signals across the receiver 197

array wherein receiver-to-receiver phase biases were previously 198

removed by internal calibration. This approach also provides 199

additional control on phase noise due to wing flexure. 200

III. GREENLAND FIELD EXPERIMENTS 201

Our 150- and 450-MHz experiments were conducted in 202

September 2007 using the NASA P-3 aircraft equipped with 203

GPS operated by the Wallops Flight Facility (Fig. 1). Flight AQ5204

lines are shown in Fig. 2. The most northerly 2007 flight line 205

(thin blue line in Fig. 2) was designed to capture surface clutter 206

conditions across outlet glaciers discharging into the Arctic 207

Ocean and across the dry-snow zone. The second northerly 208

leg (yellow in Fig. 2) again intercepted the dry-snow zone and 209

passed over the NGRIP deep drilling site. The eastern portion 210

of the flight repeatedly crossed the North East Ice Stream 211

which is suspected of being underlain in parts by water [12]. 212

As the experiment unfolded, we concentrated several flights 213

over the North East Ice Stream as it provided good baseline 214

data. We overflew this segment four times. We first operated 215

at high altitude, at 450 MHz, and in ping-pong mode. We next 216

operated at lower altitudes in bistatic mode (four transmitting 217
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Fig. 3. Section of 150-MHz data across the North East Ice Stream. Sensor
was operated in ping-pong mode and flown at 500 m above the ice sheet
surface. Internal layers are distributed throughout the ice volume. The ice
stream margins are located at approximately 35◦ and 36.1◦ W longitude.

Fig. 4. Section of 150-MHz data across the North East Ice Stream. Sensor was
flown in ping-pong mode about 4400 m above the ice sheet surface. The basal
return appears in the later part of the record and exceeds the range window in
the center right portion of the frame. Internal layers are undetected.

and four receiving antennas). We then operated at 150 MHz218

in ping-pong mode at high elevation. Finally, we flew the line219

outbound at 150 MHz in ping-pong mode and then configured220

the radar for the inbound leg in bistatic mode. The different221

combinations allowed us to look at clutter problems using222

different frequencies, different operating altitudes, and different223

transmit and receive configurations.224

Additional lines were flown to collect data over other glacier225

regimes in central and southern Greenland where clutter issues226

are compounded by significant crevasses and/or substantial227

surface melt and refreezing of the upper firn layers. The long228

orange line in Fig. 2 parallels the ice margin intercepting sev-229

Fig. 5. Section of 450-MHz data across the North East Ice Stream. Sensor
was operated in bistatic mode. Data from four transmitting elements and one
receiving element are used here. The sensor flew at 500 m above the ice sheet
surface.

eral outlet glaciers, including Rinks Glacier, before continuing 230

along and across the heavily fractured surface of Jacobshavn 231

Glacier. The green line proceeds along several strain rate clus- 232

ters installed by The Ohio State University in 1980. 233

IV. SIGNAL STRENGTH OBSERVATIONS 234

Here, we examine data collected along several closely spaced 235

flight lines that are positioned orthogonal to the flow of the 236

North East Ice Stream (Fig. 2). Ice sounding radar echoes were 237

exceptionally strong in this region, presumably because the ice 238

stream flows over a wet base. In this Radarsat-1 image, the ice 239

stream appears as a more roughly textured band running from 240

lower left to upper right. The center flight line intercepts the 241

margins of the ice stream at 35◦ and 36.1◦ W longitude. 242

Figs. 3–6 show SAR-processed intensity-modulated displays 243

of 150- and 450-MHz data collected along the center flight line. 244

A presumming of 32 pulses is performed for each recorded 245

waveform during data collection. The presummed data are then 246

range and azimuth compressed, and the early part of the 3-µs 247

records are combined with the later parts of the 10-µs records 248

to yield seamless intensity images. In Figs. 3–5, the processed 249

data from each of the six receiving channels are combined 250

into a single record. At 500 m above the ice sheet surface, 251

there is minimal surface clutter and a strong basal echo at 252

150 MHz (Fig. 3). Internal layers, which are associated with 253

subtle changes in either the ice density or ice conductivity, 254

are evident as are distortions in the intensity image at the 255

margins of the ice stream. Fig. 4 shows the same section using 256

the 150-MHz radar but flown at an altitude of 6700 m above 257

the ellipsoid (about 4400 m above the ice sheet surface). The 258

basal echo is located near the end of the range window. Notice 259

the increase in surface clutter which is beginning to obscure the 260

bottom echo. Here, internal layers are largely undetected. The 261
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Fig. 6. Section of 450-MHz data collected at an altitude of about
4400 m above the ice sheet surface. The surface multiple spans the record at an
equivalent ice thickness of about 2300–2400 m. The intermittent basal return
appears at ice thicknesses between 2400 and 2700 m. The vertical stripping
may be surface clutter (based on the somewhat similar appearance at different
altitudes as shown in Figs. 5 and 6), or it may be related to uncompensated
residual roll that would more strongly affect the 450-MHz data as compared to
the 150-MHz data.

fainter, generally horizontal line varying between about 2300262

and 2400 m, is the surface multiple reflection.263

Initial tests at 450 MHz revealed very low signal-to-264

clutter/noise levels in single-channel data sets. Therefore, we265

redesigned our experimental approach and flew the 450-MHz266

radar at 500-m elevation above the ice sheet with the system267

operated in a bistatic mode to increase the total power per268

waveform. We used four transmitting elements driven by two269

transmitters, and four receiving elements. The presummed data270

were SAR processed, and the receiving channels combined271

from which we were able to obtain a clear basal return (Fig. 5).272

We do not observe internal layers, but we do notice near-surface273

image patterns coincident with the eastern margin of the ice274

stream and similar to the patterns observed at 150 MHz.275

We also collected data at 450 MHz in ping-pong mode at276

an altitude of 6770 m above the ellipsoid or about 4400 m277

above the ice sheet surface (Fig. 6). SAR processing the data278

and summing the channels alone did not retrieve the basal279

return from the surface clutter. We were able to reduce surface280

clutter by beam steering a combination of six phase centers281

positioned near the center line of the aircraft and formed from282

six receiving channels and the alternating transmit channels. We283

beam steered the three left and three right channels and did an284

incoherent sum with the beam-steered coherent result of the285

both sides. This substantially reduced the clutter and revealed286

the basal return along much, but not all, of the data segment.287

The surface multiple arrives at an equivalent ice thickness of288

2400 m. The basal return is located just below the multiple and289

is intermittently observable above the surface clutter.290

We quantitatively compared echo amplitudes by selecting291

measurements from nearly the same location and selecting292

the local maximum echo amplitude. We compared single-293

Fig. 7. 150-MHz amplitude display collected at an aircraft elevation of 500 m
above the ice sheet surface. The basal return arrives at about 34 µs.

Fig. 8. 150-MHz echo amplitudes collected at an elevation of about 4400 m
above the ice sheet surface.

channel 150-MHz 3-µs-pulse low- and high-elevation range- 294

compressed data. At low elevation (Fig. 7), the surface clutter 295

is substantially reduced at time delays exceeding about 21 µs. 296

The basal return is almost 20 dB above background noise. 297

For the high-elevation observations (Fig. 8), surface clutter 298

tapers smoothly along the record. The basal echo signal-to- 299

clutter level at about 37 µs is about 10 dB. The waveform 300

shape and the relative amplitude of the basal reflection to the 301

local background suggest that, after accounting for additional 302

spreading loss, there is about 8 dB of clutter adding to the high- 303

elevation data at the arrival time of the basal echo. 304

We observed weaker signals relative to the background dur- 305

ing low-elevation 450-MHz bistatic experiments even though 306

we were transmitting more power per channel and used more 307

transmitting channels in our bistatic configuration (Fig. 9). The 308

tapered waveform in Fig. 9 suggests that surface clutter is 309

largely absent past about 20-µs time delay at low elevation. 310

We did not observe a basal return for similarly processed high- 311

elevation 450-MHz data. We were only able to retrieve the basal 312
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Fig. 9. Low-elevation 450-MHz waveform with bistatic antenna
configuration.

Fig. 10. 25-km-long 150-MHz SAR image collected over northwest Green-
land (location B in Fig. 1).

Fig. 11. Illustration of left–right signal contamination geometry.

return after application of beam-steering algorithms, which313

complicates amplitude comparison with the other examples.314

The intensity display and amplitude data presented earlier315

suggest a strong elevation dependence on the signal-to-clutter316

levels at both frequencies. At low elevations, strongly atten-317

uated arrivals from the base of the ice sheet are mixed with318

off-nadir arrivals from the surface (loss through the ice sheet319

is typically about 1–2-dB/m loss for these frequencies [13]).320

However, the corresponding incidence angle on the ice sheet321

surface is high (greater than 80◦ for our data), substantially322

Fig. 12. (Center) Combined interferogram. Separated interferograms of sig-
nals from the left and right sides of the aircraft. Each record is 25 km long.
The records are centered around the ranges corresponding to fringes from the
glacier bed. The baseline is 3.91 m. 4/C

Fig. 13. Basal topography measured along a 25-km flight line and across
a 3-km-wide swath over the western Greenland ice sheet in May 2006. The
150-MHz data were processed to simultaneously image the left and right sides
of the aircraft. Note that the cross-swath dimension is exaggerated relative to
the along-flight dimension (location B in Fig. 1). 4/C

reducing the scattering coefficient for the upper surface of 323

the ice sheet. At high elevations, the corresponding surface 324

incidence angle is reduced to about 57◦ for our geometry, 325

thereby increasing the surface clutter contribution. 326

Consistency between our observations and the expected be- 327

havior of surface clutter supports our conclusion that surface 328

clutter (or perhaps very near surface volume clutter) is a pri- 329

mary scattering process that confounds detecting the weak basal 330

echo at high elevations. Our observations are also supported 331

by a recent theoretical analysis by Niamsuwan [11] who im- 332

plemented a low-frequency modification to the Brown model 333

[14] for estimating high-frequency scattering from a rough 334
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Fig. 14. (Upper) Interferogram phase image and (lower) SAR intensity image for a segment of 450-MHz data collected across Rinks Glacier in west Greenland
(location C in Fig. 1). The thinnest ice is 500 m, and the thickest is 880 m in this scene. Off-nadir surface clutter is evident in the intensity image. The baseline for
this geometry is 0.86 m. 4/C

surface. Using a physical optics model for the normalized radar335

cross section (NRCS), Niamsuwan applied the convolution336

approach to estimate the average pulse return waveforms from337

the upper and lower surfaces of the ice sheet. The analysis338

shows that, for a radar elevation of 500 m, a basal NRCS of339

−6 dB, 2-dB/m attenuation through the ice, and rms heights340

of the ice sheet surface between 1 and 5 cm, the basal return341

is separable from the surface clutter if the ice thickness is342

less than 2000 m for 150 MHz and 1800 m for 450 MHz343

(see [11, Fig. 5.7]). At 4-km elevation, the basal return is sepa-344

rable from the surface clutter only if the ice is less than 1300 m345

thick at 150 MHz and about 1100 m at 450 MHz. The maximum346

ice thickness increases if the attenuation through the ice sheet347

is decreased. For example, the basal and surface clutter returns348

are separable for ice thickness less than 2100 m for a 4000-m349

aircraft elevation if the attenuation is 1 dB/m. These predictions350

are quite close to our observations for basal return and clutter351

separation and further support the idea that surface/near-surface352

roughness properties are the primary clutter contributor. The353

significance of this conclusion is that the basal echo can be354

revealed by reducing surface clutter contributions using beam-355

steering techniques if sufficient numbers of receiving channels356

are available. This approach would not have been successful if357

volume scatter from within the interior of ice sheet were the358

primary clutter mechanism.359

V. INTERFEROMETRIC PROCESSING360

We tested radar interferometric techniques as a method for361

reducing surface clutter and for constructing swath maps of362

subglacial topography. Using data from 2006 and 2007, we suc-363

cessfully processed multiple channels to form interferometric364

pairs similar to earlier surface-based experiments [15]. Fig. 10365

shows an intensity image formed from 150-MHz data collected366

in 2006. Signals arriving after the strongest basal return are off-367

nadir arrivals and so represent intensity variations across the368

swath. Because of the isotropic radiation pattern of the dipole369

antennas, signals from the left and right sides of the aircraft are370

merged.371

Fig. 15. Interferometric fringes for study area D in Fig. 1. The interferogram
is 19 km long. The baseline is 86 cm. 4/C

Single-look complex images from two antennas were mul- 372

tiplied to form interferograms. Because each image is formed 373

using a single dipole receiving antenna, the interferograms 374

contain contributions from the left- and right-hand sides of the 375

aircraft. We use the interferogram filtering scheme described in 376

[2] and [16] to separate signals from the left and right side of 377

the aircraft. We accomplish this by relying on the fringe rate 378

properties across the interferogram. A single-layer geometry 379

(Fig. 11) illustrates the essential elements of our problem. Here, 380

B is the baseline separation between two phase centers, H 381

is the height of the radar above some reference, h(x) is the 382

deviation of the actual surface from the reference, and P and 383

Q are scattering points on the surface. 384
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Fig. 16. Basal topography from 450-MHz interferometric data for location D in Fig. 1. 4/C

The range to the target point P from each of the two antennas385

is given by386

r1 =

√
(H − h(x))2 +

(
x+

B

2

)2

r2 =

√
(H − h(x))2 +

(
x− B

2

)2

.

The range difference is387

∆r = r1 − r2 ≈ B
x

r1
.

Forming the interferogram from each side of the array, we have388

Int(r1) =S1S
∗
2

=A1A2 exp {jk(r1 − r2}

=Ap exp

{
j
4π

λ
B
xp

r1

}
+Aq exp

{
j
4π

λ
B
xq

r1

}

where389

xp =

√
r21 − (H − h(xq))

2 − B

2

xq = −
√

r21 − (H − h(xp))
2 − B

2
.

The opposite signs of the exponentials in the interferogram390

mean that the fringe rates are different from the opposite sides391

of the aircraft. After including refraction (which may be a small392

correction depending on the aircraft elevation and swath width),393

the fringe rates allow for separation of the left/right signals via394

a simple bandpass filter.395

The measured interferograms are shown in the center panel396

of Fig. 12 and include contributions from both the left and right397

sides of the aircraft. Signals from the left and right sides of398

the aircraft are obtained after bandpass filtering the measured399

interferograms and are shown by the left- and right-side panels 400

in Fig. 12. 401

After unwrapping and correcting for refraction, the interfer- 402

ograms can be used to compute basal topography across, in the 403

case shown, a swath of about 3 km wide (Fig. 13). Relative 404

changes in ice thickness deduced from the interferograms are 405

converted to an absolute ice thickness by using the direct nadir 406

measurement and the computational methods outlined in [2] 407

and [16]. Finally, the ice thickness is subtracted from a digital 408

elevation model of the surface to construct the basal topogra- 409

phy. Here, the northeast–southwest undulating topography has 410

an amplitude of about 150 m. 411

We performed similar experiments at 450 MHz. As reported 412

earlier, we found that signal strengths were substantially lower 413

at 450 MHz even though we transmitted twice the power. 414

This was partially compensated in regions of thinner ice. For 415

example, we were able to create an interferogram from the low- 416

elevation ping-pong mode data collected during the 2007 flight 417

across Rinks Glacier (Fig. 14). The fringes were too sparse 418

and too noisy to allow extraction of topography. Low fringe 419

numbers pose a difficulty in measuring the fringe rate when 420

trying to apply the interferogram filtering scheme. Baselines 421

achievable on the P-3 aircraft limited the number of fringes. 422

We compensated for low signal strength in thicker ice by 423

using four transmitting antennas to narrow and focus the beam. 424

The results were successful, and we created SAR images of the 425

base of the ice sheet of the North East Ice Stream. In this case, 426

we were able to form interferograms that could be unwrapped 427

(Fig. 15). Because we used multiple transmitting elements, the 428

beam was already directional, and we did not need to separate 429

the left and right signals. We did, of course, sacrifice half the 430

potential swath width. 431

A 3-D depiction of the basal topography derived from the 432

interferograms and a digital elevation model of the surface is 433

shown in Fig. 16. Noise in the interferogram results in large 434

data gaps across the topographic model. 435
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VI. SUMMARY436

We have successfully retrieved ice-thickness measurements437

using 150- and 450-MHz airborne radar data collected over the438

Greenland ice sheet. We found that surface clutter is the primary439

scattering mechanism that obscures the basal echo as aircraft440

elevation is increased. As expected, the higher frequency 450-441

MHz data were more susceptible to clutter contamination than442

the lower 150-MHz data. We were able to overcome the high-443

elevation clutter problem at 450 MHz by applying beam-444

steering techniques that have previously been applied to 150-445

MHz data [8]. In cases where signal-to-clutter ratios were at446

least 10 dB, we were able to use interferometric techniques to447

estimate cross-track ice thicknesses and obtain strip maps of ice448

thickness along the flight track. We were able to increase the449

swath width of the strip by using a novel interferogram filtering450

technique to separate signals from the left and right sides of the451

aircraft.452
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